RPA analytics to keep your automation
program on track.
UiPath Insights is an RPA analytics solution that enables
your business to track, measure, and manage the
performance of your entire automation program — so
you can scale your automation journey to the next
level.


What’s the true impact of
RPA on your business?

Measure RPA
Performance

Calculate Business
Impact & ROI

Shareable
Reports

Program-wide
Transparency

Start measuring so you can start improving.
Measure the Performance of RPA Operations

Situational awareness of your RPA operations is
critical to being able to measure and analyze
everything from Robot and process performance,
to transactions and exceptions. 


Start with the Robots, Queues, and Processes
dashboards to get deeper visibility into your RPA
operations.


Calculate RPA's Impact On Your Bottom Line

Your business and processes require unique KPIs
to define success. With Insights you can fully
customize the way that you calculate and align
your automation goals to the distinct needs of
your business. 


Start by tracking the time and money saved by
each of your automations from the ROI dashboard.

Shareable Reports


The value of performance reporting should
continue past a set of dashboards — it should drive
strategic discussions and action across the entire
enterprise. With Insights, you can easily share
reports with key stakeholders and process owners.


Start by creating a report based on one of our
existing templates, then set it to be shared on a
regular schedule.






Program-wide Transparency


RPA analytics are essential to improving and
scaling an efficient automation program —
from measuring robot performance to
consistently reporting on the time and
money saved per process.

How does Insights work?
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A great automation
program needs Insights
beyond the bot.

RPA reporting

UiPath Insights is available for Automation Cloud Enterprise and as an
on-premises solution.


To get started with Insights, speak to a sales expert today, or start your
free trial now.

For more details, please visit us at: 
uipath.com/insights

